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In this chapter, you discover the major video
chat platforms—Zoom, FaceTime, Facebook
Messenger, Skype, WhatsApp, Google Duo,
Google Meet, and Microsoft Teams.
➔ Introducing the Major Video Chat Platforms
➔ Evaluating the Major Video Chat Platforms
➔ Which Video Chat Platform(s) Should You Use?
➔ Which Device(s) Should You Use for Video Chat?

2

Comparing Video Chat Platforms
All the video chat platforms discussed in this book do pretty much the
same thing in pretty much the same fashion—although there are some
differences between them. The question, then, is which video chat
platform should you use—under which circumstances.
Read on to learn about the major video chat platforms: their main
features, what devices they work on, their pros, and their cons. It’ll help
you choose which video chat platforms to use—and when.

Introducing the Major Video Chat
Platforms
Which video chat platform you use when depends on the device you
use, the number of people you want to chat with, how long you want
to talk, and more. This section covers eight video chat platforms, all
free and popular with individual users.
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Zoom
Zoom is the most popular video chat platform today, used by about two-thirds
of all people doing video chatting. Zoom started out targeting large businesses
but gained popularity among individuals, schools, houses of worship, and other
organizations with the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic. Today people use
Zoom to connect with friends and family, hold small group meetings, do distance learning, celebrate milestones such as birthdays and anniversaries, conduct business meetings, and much more.

A Zoom meeting on an iPad

One reason Zoom became so popular is because it’s fully cross-platform. That
means anyone on any device—Android or iOS (Apple) phone or tablet, or
Chromebook, Mac, or Windows computer—can use Zoom, as long as the device
is connected to the Internet.
Another factor is that Zoom is extremely easy to use. You simply set up an
account and download the app. Then the organizer, or host, enters the phone
number or email addresses of the invited participants, each of whom receives
a text message or email with a link. To join the meeting, just click the link. The
first time you use Zoom, you’re prompted to install the Zoom app (Zoom calls it
the “Zoom client,” and it’s free), but on subsequent uses, the app should launch

Introducing the Major Video Chat Platforms
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automatically. The meeting opens with all participants appearing in their own
little box in the onscreen grid.
Zoom is also popular because you can share files or content so everyone can
view and collaborate in real time. With the free version of Zoom, a meeting can
hold up to 100 participants for 40 minutes. Learn more at www.zoom.us.

Zoom
Learn more about Zoom in Chapter 3, “Using Zoom,” and Chapter 4, “Getting More
Out of Zoom.”

Apple FaceTime
If you have an iPhone or iPad, you’ve probably used FaceTime video chat.
Chatting with FaceTime is as easy as making a phone call. FaceTime also works
on Mac computers, although it’s not available for Android phones or tablets or
for Windows computers.

Group FaceTime on an iPad

18
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Apple, iOS, and iPadOS
Apple’s iPhones run an operating system known as iOS. Apple’s iPads run a similar
operating system called iPadOS. In this book and elsewhere, both iPhones and
iPads are often referred to as iOS devices.

If you have an Apple device, FaceTime shows up as a calling feature and taps
directly into your device’s contacts. With the tap of an onscreen button, you can
initiate or answer a video call.
If you want to hold a group video chat, you use a feature that Apple calls Group
FaceTime. This lets you hold chats with up to 32 participants with no time limits.
FaceTime is included for free with all Apple computers and devices, no additional installation necessary.

FaceTime
Learn more about FaceTime in Chapter 5, “Using FaceTime.”

Facebook Messenger
Facebook Messenger is a messaging and video chat app from the Facebook
social network. It’s available to all Facebook members on all devices (Android
and iOS phones and tablets, as well as Chromebook, Mac, and Windows computers). It is only available to people who are Facebook members.

Introducing the Major Video Chat Platforms
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Facebook Messenger on a computer

On a computer, you use Facebook Messenger from the Facebook website, in any
web browser. On phones and tablets, you download the Messenger app separately from the Facebook app or use your phone’s web browser. (Facebook also
makes separate Facebook Portal devices that enable Messenger voice and video
calls through a smart display or, in the case of the Portal TV device, your TV.)
Messenger lets Facebook users participate in audio and video calls with their
Facebook friends. By default, all calls are person to person, although Facebook
offers Messenger Rooms for group chat. A Room can have up to 50 participants;
you can even invite people who don’t have Facebook accounts to a Room. There
is no time limit on Messenger video chats.
Because of how easy it is to use—and how many people use Facebook every
day—Facebook Messenger is increasing in popularity, especially among older
users. Learn more at www.messenger.com.

20
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Facebook Messenger
Learn more about Facebook Messenger in Chapter 6, “Using Facebook Messenger.”

Skype
Skype was one of the first video chat platforms. Like Zoom, it’s available across
most major platforms—Android and iOS phones and tablets, as well as Mac
and Windows computers (but not Chromebooks). I have an Android phone, and
I use Skype almost daily to chat with one of my granddaughters who has an
Apple iPhone.

Skype on an Android phone
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Microsoft, Skype, and Teams
Skype is owned by Microsoft, which also offers the newer Microsoft Teams chat
platform discussed later in this chapter. Microsoft has transitioned all Skype business users to the Teams platform but maintains the Skype platform for consumer
users.

Like all the other services discussed here, Skype video chats are completely free.
Learn more at www.skype.com.

Skype
Learn more about Skype in Chapter 7, “Using Skype.”

WhatsApp
WhatsApp is a mobile-based messaging and video chat platform that is
extremely popular among school-aged kids but is also gaining popularity
among more mature users. It’s actually more popular outside the United States,
with a huge following in Latin America, India, and parts of Asia and Europe. The
app is available for both Android and iOS devices.
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The WhatsApp app on an Android phone

WhatsApp started out as a messaging platform for younger users and still is
used by many to send text messages and photos to friends. (It includes lots of
stickers and emoji that the kids seem to like.) The platform has added voice and
video chat, as well, which makes it a popular choice, especially for those already
using it for texting.
Know, however, that when it comes to voice and video chatting, WhatsApp is
strictly for mobile phone users. You can voice and video chat on Android and
iOS devices but not on the web-based version of the service, which is limited
solely to text messages.
By default, WhatsApp video chats are one to one. You can, however, add up
to eight total participants to a group video call with no time restrictions. If
you want to include even more participants, you can shift from WhatsApp to
Messenger Rooms in the Facebook Messenger app. (WhatsApp is owned by
Facebook and shares the Messenger Rooms technology.)
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WhatsApp is a free service, like all the other video chat platforms discussed here.
Learn more at www.whatsapp.com.

WhatsApp
Learn more about WhatsApp in Chapter 8, “Using WhatsApp.”

Google Duo
Google Duo is a newer video chat platform from Google, designed to compete with
Apple FaceTime for both iPhone and Android smartphone use. You’ll find Google
Duo preinstalled on many Android phones (including Google’s line of Pixel phones).
You can also download the Duo app for free from the Google Play Store for Android
devices or Apple’s App Store for iPhones and iPads. There’s also a web version available, so you can use it on your Chromebook, Mac, or Windows computer.

Google Duo on an Android phone
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Duo is primarily designed for one-on-one video calls (and in the Android and
iOS apps is integrated with your phone’s calling app). You can, however, set up
group video chats with up to 32 participants with no time limits. Google Duo is
free, although you need a Google account to use it. Learn more at duo.google.
com.

Google Duo and Google Meet
Learn more about Google Duo and Google Meet in Chapter 9, “Using Google Duo
and Meet.”

Google Meet
Also from Google is Google Meet. Unlike Duo, Google Meet is designed for
larger video meetings of up to 100 participants for up to 60 minutes.

Google Meet on a Windows computer

Google Meet was originally designed for secure business meetings. During the
early weeks of the COVID-19 crisis, however, Google reengineered it to be more
consumer friendly (and to compete more directly with Zoom). Today, Google
Meet is free for consumers to use; all you need is a Google account.
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Google Meet is available for all devices and platforms, including Android, iOS,
Mac, Windows, and Chrome OS. Google also offers paid accounts with additional features, including no 60-minute time limit on chats.
Learn more at meet.google.com.

Microsoft Teams
The final video chat platform in our sights is Microsoft Teams. Teams is actually a
collaboration platform targeted at businesses as part of the Microsoft 365 offering.

Microsoft Teams on a Windows computer

The business version of Microsoft Teams includes text messaging, voice and
video calling, video conferencing, and file sharing between Microsoft’s Office
apps; the cost is a minimum of $5 per user per month. There is also a free version of Microsoft Teams designed for consumers that focuses on messaging and
audio and video chat.
This free version of Microsoft Teams includes one-on-one and group voice and
video chats. It’s available on all platforms, including Android and iOS as well as
via web browser on Windows, Mac, and Chromebook computers. Group video
chats can have up to 250 participants and last up to 24 hours, making Teams a
good choice for all-day meetings or chats. Learn more at www.microsoft.com/
microsoft-365/microsoft-teams/group-chat-software.
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Microsoft Teams
Learn more about Microsoft Teams in Chapter 10, “Using Microsoft Teams.”

>>>Go Further
OTHER VIDEO CHAT PLATFORMS
The eight video chat platforms discussed in this chapter are the most popular among home
users, but they’re not the only platforms vying for eyeballs. There are a number of video chat
platforms targeted at the business or enterprise market that have millions of individual users.
These platforms typically offer more functionality than mere video conferencing, including
enhanced security, real-time collaboration and file sharing, and integration with Microsoft
Office and other apps.
Among the most popular of these enterprise-level video communications platforms are
• BlueJeans (www.bluejeans.com)
• Cisco Webex (www.webex.com)
• GoToMeeting (www.gotomeeting.com)
• Wickr (www.wickr.com)
As noted, these platforms are not designed for casual consumer use and have few home users.

Evaluating the Major Video Chat Platforms
What are the differences between all these video chat platforms and how do
they compare? Refer to Table 2.1 for a breakdown of the details of each of the
major video chat platforms.
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Table 2.1

Features of Major Video Chat Platforms

Chat
Platform

Consumer Operating Max
Plans
Systems/ Number
Devices
of Users

Time
Limits

Apple
FaceTime

Free

Unlimited Easy to use, Only for users
integrated of Apple
into Apple devices.
devices.

iOS, Mac

32

Pros

Cons

Facebook Free
Messenger

All
8 (50 in
Unlimited
(Android, Messenger
ChromeOS, Rooms)
iOS, Mac,
Windows)

Google
Duo

Free

All
32
(Android,
ChromeOS,
iOS, Mac,
Windows)

Unlimited Easy to use, Users must
especially
have Google
for Android accounts.
phone
users.

Google
Meet

Free

All
100
(Android,
ChromeOS,
iOS, Mac,
Windows)

60 minutes

Crossplatform.

Users must
have Google
accounts,
limit on meeting length.

Microsoft
Teams

Free

All
250
(Android,
ChromeOS,
iOS, Mac,
Windows)

24 hours

Largest
number of
participants,
all-day
meeting
length.

Businessfocused
design may
not be as
user-friendly
as other platforms.

Easy to call
Facebook
“friends,”
works with
Facebook
Portal devices.

Only for
Facebook
users, clunky
interface, difficult to create and share
“rooms,” some
privacy issues.
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Chat
Platform

Consumer Operating Max
Plans
Systems/ Number
Devices
of Users

Time
Limits

Pros

Cons

Skype

Free

Android,
iOS, Mac,
Windows

100

4 hours
per call,
10 hours
per day,
100
hours per
month.

Crossplatform
across most
devices,
good for
group
meetings.

Not available for
Chromebook.
Looks less
modern than
newer platforms.

WhatsApp Free

Android,
iOS

8

Unlimited Primarily for For smartsmartphone phones only.
users, integrates with
Facebook
Messenger
Rooms for
large group
chats.

Zoom

All
100
(Android,
ChromeOS,
iOS, Mac,
Windows)

Free

40 minutes

Crossplatform
across any
device, easy
to use, easy
to share
your screen.

Chats limited
to 40 minutes, not able
to directly
call someone
(must send a
link).
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WHICH PLATFORM IS THE MOST POPULAR?
When it comes to video chat platforms, which are the most popular? It depends on who’s chatting.
Among users of all ages, Zoom is the number one platform, with 66% of the total. FaceTime
is number two with 48%, followed by Facebook Messenger (31%), Skype (27%), Google
Hangouts/Duo/Meet (22%), WhatsApp (19%), Microsoft Teams (17%), and other (7%), according to a survey from research firm Ipsos.
For users aged 55+, it breaks down this way:
• Zoom, 66%
• FaceTime, 43%
• Skype, 26%
• Facebook Messenger, 20%
• WhatsApp, 17%
• Microsoft Teams, 16%
• Google Hangouts/Duo/Meet, 13%
• Other, 10%
The numbers total more than 100% because many people use more than one platform.
The survey also asked why people use video chat. People aged 55+ said they use video chat
for:
• Visiting with family and/or friends (72%)
• Work (33%)
• Telehealth (8%)
• Education (7%)
• Exercise (7%)
Only 1% of people in this age group said they used video chat for dating.
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Which Video Chat Platform(s) Should You Use?
With all the video chat platforms available, which should you choose for yourself? Well, there’s no simple answer to that because each platform has strengths
and weaknesses.
You’ll probably end up using more than one video chat platform, depending on
your needs and who you’re communicating with. Each platform has its strengths
and weaknesses. Table 2.2 shows my take on which platform is best suited for
what.
Table 2.2

Best Video Chat Platforms for Specific Uses

Best For

Facebook FaceTime Google Google Microsoft Skype WhatsApp Zoom
Messenger
Duo
Meet
Teams

One-onOne Chats
Group
Chats

✓

✓

✓

✓
✓

✓
(Messenger
Rooms)

✓

✓

✓

Business
Meetings

✓

✓

✓

Live
Streaming
Large
Meetings
and
Webinars

✓

✓

✓

✓

Apple
Users
Facebook
Users

✓

Video
Chatting
on Your
Phone

✓

✓

✓

✓
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Best for One-on-One Chats
• Facebook Messenger (Facebook users only)
• FaceTime (Apple devices only)
• Google Duo
• Skype
• WhatsApp
When it comes to one-on-one video chats, you want a simple solution—and
fancy group chat features don’t matter much. For this scenario, if you and the
person you’re chatting with have Apple devices, consider FaceTime; if you’re
both on Facebook, go with Facebook Messenger; and for cross-platform use, go
with Google Duo or Skype. WhatsApp is another option, if you and the other
person you’re chatting with both use it.

Best for Group Chats
• Facebook Messenger Rooms
• Google Meet
• Skype
• Zoom
For group chats, you need a solution that is cross-platform because it’s likely
that people in the group will be using all manner of devices—some iPhones,
some Android phones, some iPads, some Windows computers, and some Mac
computers. You also need a platform that’s easy for everybody to use.
For all these reasons, the number one choice for small or large group chats is
Zoom. It’s fully cross-platform, so nobody is excluded. You can set up a chat
with the press of a button, and any participant can join just by clicking a link
in an email or text message. Zoom is also very versatile in operation, with multiple display options, virtual backgrounds, screensharing, and other advanced
options—if you need them. You can have up to 100 participants per meeting,
and the 40-minute meeting limit is not that restricting.
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There are three good alternatives to Zoom for small and medium-sized group
chats: Facebook Messenger Rooms, Google Meet, and Skype. All three are just
about as easy to use and make it easy to create meetings and invite participants. They are also all cross-platform.

Best for Business Meetings
• Google Meet
• Microsoft Teams
• Zoom
Zoom is also the number-one choice for most business meetings. The crossplatform compatibility is a necessity, and the screen sharing and display options
help make meetings more functional. Zoom also lets meeting participants
engage in side text chats and makes it easy to switch Zoom from interactive to
presentation mode, which is good for larger meetings.
Google Meet and Microsoft Teams are two other viable platforms for business
use. Google Meet is just about as easy to use as Zoom, although all participants
need Google accounts. (Most people have Google or Gmail accounts already,
and it’s easy enough to open a new one.) Microsoft Teams isn’t quite as userfriendly as Meet or Zoom but may hold appeal for some people. Like Zoom,
both offer robust screen- and file-sharing functionality; Teams also is fully integrated with all Microsoft Office apps, which most businesses use.

Best for Live Large Meetings and Seminars
• Google Meet
• Microsoft Teams
• Zoom
If you’re hosting a meeting or seminar with a large number of passive participants—that is, you’re not looking for interactivity—then Zoom, Google Meet,
or Microsoft Teams all do the job. Zoom is probably the platform of choice, just
because more people are familiar with it, but any of these three platforms offer
similar functionality. It’s really more about putting on a live presentation than
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hosting a meeting where every participant gets a voice in real time, which all
three of these platforms offer the tools to do.

Best for Apple Users
• FaceTime
If you and the people you want to chat with all have Apple devices—iPhones,
iPads, and Macs—then for day-to-day video chatting, FaceTime can’t be beat.
FaceTime works super smoothly within the Apple ecosystem, to the point where
anything else seems clunky. If you’re in the Apple family and are just chatting
(without needing to share something on your screen), use FaceTime.

Best for Android Users
• Google Duo
If you’re an Android user—with a Google Pixel, Samsung Galaxy, or similar
phone or tablet—you can’t use FaceTime. Instead, the best video chat platform
for you is Google Duo. (In fact, Duo may already be installed on your device,
especially if you have a Google Pixel phone.) Google Duo integrates well with
your device’s built-in phone app and, as an added benefit, is cross-platform.
That means that your friends and family can install and use Google Duo on their
devices, even if they’re not running the Android operating system.

Best for Facebook Users
• Facebook Messenger
Here’s another platform-specific recommendation. If you and your friends are all
on Facebook—and are currently using Facebook Messenger to send individual
and group text messages back and forth—then you might as well use Facebook
Messenger for your video chats, too. Many people keep Facebook open practically 24/7 on their phones and computers, so using Facebook for video chatting feels like it’s just another app in the operating system. Granted, Messenger
might not have all the bells and whistles found on other chat platforms, but if
all you need is the basics—and you’re tied into the Facebook network—then
Messenger may be the way to go.
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Best for Video Chatting on Your Phone
• Facebook Messenger (Facebook users only)
• FaceTime (iPhones only)
• Google Duo
• WhatsApp
Some people video chat from their computers. Some people video chat from
their tablets. But many, many people video chat from their ever-present smartphones. If this describes you, then Facebook Messenger (if you’re talking to
other Facebook users), Apple FaceTime (if you’re talking only to fellow iPhone
users), Google Duo, or WhatsApp is probably all you need. All these platforms
offer simple and intuitive phone-based operation, which makes video chatting
just about as easy as making a traditional phone call.

Which Device(s) Should You Use for Video Chat?
In addition to deciding on what video chat platform to use, you probably also
have a choice of what device to use for your video chatting. Depending on your
situation, you may be able to chat on your phone, your tablet, or your laptop or
desktop computer. You may even have other options, such as a smart speaker
with a screen or a dedicated video chat device, such as Facebook Portal. Which
device should you chat with?

Best for One-on-One Chats
When it comes to one-on-one chats, convenience is key. This probably means
using whatever device you’re closest to at the moment. If you’re working at your
desk and want to chat, use your computer. If you’re sitting in your car or your
living room, just pull out your phone. You don’t need a big screen to chat oneon-one with a family member or friend.

Best for Group Chats
Group chats, on the other hand, benefit from a device with a larger screen. If
you have a half-dozen or more people displayed in little boxes, it’s nice to have
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a bigger screen to see everyone clearly. This pretty much rules out using your
phone. If it’s a smaller group meeting, a tablet might suffice, but for meetings
with large numbers of people, nothing beats the bigger screen of a laptop or
(even better) desktop computer.

Best for Business Meetings
If you’re participating in a business meeting, you may need access to documents and files on your computer during the meeting. This means using the
same device for the video chat as you do for your regular work—either a laptop
or desktop computer. This way you can open the video meeting in one window
and the other documents you need in other windows—and even keep your
email app going in the background, too.

Best for Mobility
When you’re moving around, you need a device that’s more mobile, which probably means your phone. A tablet might do in a pinch, but the good old smartphone is the ultimate mobile device.

Best for Picture Quality
So far, the focus has been on your end of the video chat. What about what other
people see—the quality of the picture captured by the camera in the device
you’re using? Although there are significant variations in camera quality from
device to device, here’s some general advice.
It’s likely that your phone or tablet will have a better camera than the one built
into or connected to your laptop or desktop computer. You use your phone or
tablet to take high-quality photographs and videos; you don’t use your computer in the same fashion. For this reason, most newer and more expensive
phones and even some tablets have very good cameras and lenses that take
very good pictures, even in low light.
On the other hand, your computer’s camera, whether built in to the device or an
external webcam, is likely not optimized for picture quality and in many cases
delivers much lower resolution than the cameras in many phones and tablets.
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Put simply, you’ll likely look better if you use the camera in your phone or tablet
than if you use your computer’s camera or a webcam.
If picture quality is important to a particular video chat or meeting, use the
device with the best front-facing camera—which is probably your phone or
tablet.

Best for Non-Technical Users
Many people use video chat to keep in touch with relatives who are less than
comfortable with today’s technology. Clicking into a Zoom meeting or answering a Skype call may seem easy to you but could be frustratingly beyond the
capabilities of some less tech-savvy people.
If you want to chat with someone less technical who might not have a computer or tablet or even current smartphone, consider purchasing that person a
device specifically for video chatting. There are several available.
First, there are smart displays, which are like smart speakers (like the Amazon
Echo Dot) but with a screen. If you’re in the Amazon ecosystem, that means the
Echo Show (www.amazon.com); in the Google ecosystem, that’s a Nest Hub Max
(store.google.com/product/google_nest_hub_max). If you have a similar device
in your home, it’s extremely easy to make a video call from your device to the
other one, or vice versa.

Video chatting on an Amazon Echo Show device
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Video Chat Devices
Learn more about chatting with dedicated video chat devices in Chapter 11,
“Video Chatting with Facebook Portal, Amazon Echo Show, and Google Nest Hub
Max.”

Then there’s the Facebook Portal (portal.facebook.com), which is a family of
devices designed specifically for video chatting over the Facebook Messenger
service. Facebook offers several portals with their displays of various sizes, as
well as a Portal TV unit which has a built-in camera and connects to your TV to
view the video chat. The Portal TV gained popularity during the COVID-19 crisis
and is especially popular among older users.
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95-96
popularity, 29
purpose comparison, 30,
33-34
one-on-one chats, 31
requests, answering, 96
security and privacy
issues, 258
end-to-end encryption,
254-255
troubleshooting, 103
video chats
Memoji in, 99-100
starting, 97-99
family, reasons for video
chatting, 5-6
fatigue, avoiding, 264-265
favorite contacts in
Facebook Portal, configuring, 178
feature comparison for
video chat platforms,
26-28
fidgeting, minimizing, 211
field of view, 173
finding virtual backgrounds
for Zoom, 79
foreign governments,
spying by, 256
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INDEX

friends

friends
inviting to WhatsApp,
137
reasons for video
chatting, 5-6

G
Gallery View (Zoom), 53, 57
games
with Houseparty, 243
for virtual celebrations,
245
Getty Images, 79
gifts for virtual celebrations,
246
Google Duo, 23-24, 143-150,
153
feature comparison, 27
group chats, starting,
150, 153
invitations, sending, 148
popularity, 29
purpose comparison, 30
mobile phones, 34
one-on-one chats, 31
security and privacy
issues, 259
end-to-end encryption,
254-255
video calls
answering, 145-147
starting, 148-150
video chats
answering with Google
Nest Hub Max,
190-191
starting with Google
Nest Hub Max, 192
Google Hangouts, 29

Google Meet, 24-25,
153-159
email invitations,
accepting, 154
feature comparison, 27
instant meetings,
hosting, 155-159
meetings with Google
Nest Hub Max, 193
popularity, 29
purpose comparison, 30
business meetings, 32
group chats, 31-32
livestreaming meetings,
32
security and privacy
issues, 259
Google Nest Hub Max, 36,
189-193
capabilities of, 189
meetings with Google
Meet, 193
video chats
answering calls,
190-191
starting, 192
GoToMeeting, 26
government agencies,
spying by, 256
green screen effect, 76
green screens, 230-231
group chat. See also
meetings
best devices for, 34
best platforms for, 31-32
in Facebook Messenger,
19
adding people to calls,
110-111

in FaceTime, 18
adding participants,
102-103
starting, 100-101
in Google Duo, 24
starting, 150, 153
in Google Meet. See
Google Meet
with Messenger Rooms,
112-116
creating room, 112-113
effects and backgrounds, 116
with Facebook Portal,
181
inviting participants,
114-115
video chatting, 115
in Microsoft Teams. See
Microsoft Teams
in Skype
adding people, 126-127
participating in,
130-131
starting, 128-130
in WhatsApp, 22
adding participants,
139
starting, 138-139
switching to Messenger
Rooms, 140
in Zoom. See Zoom
Group FaceTime, 18, 95
adding participants,
102-103
starting chat, 100-101
group meetings via video
chat, 6
guest lists for virtual celebrations, 242

leaving meetings in Zoom

H
hackers, spying by, 256-257
hair for video chats, 210
Hallmark Channel Virtual
Backgrounds, 79
hands, raising in Zoom, 61
hardware requirements
Facebook Messenger,
105
FaceTime, 95-96
meetings/webinars, 248
Microsoft Teams, 162
video chat, 10
WhatsApp, 134
Zoom, 39-40
headphones, 223-225
headsets, 223-226
microphones in, 222
health, tips for, 264-265
Home screen (Zoom)
on computer, 41
on tablet, 43
hosting
instant meetings (Google
Meet)
on computer, 155-156
on mobile phone,
157-159
meetings/webinars,
247-250
in Microsoft Teams,
164-167
tips for, 213
in Zoom, 61, 64-73,
83-89
virtual celebrations,
242-247
managing, 244-247
planning, 242-245

hosts, assigning in Zoom,
71-73, 88
Houseparty, 243

I
icebreakers for virtual celebrations, 245
InnoGear Webcam Stand,
236
instant meetings
Google Meet
on computer, 155-156
on mobile phone,
157-159
Zoom, 61-62
instructions, including in
email invitations, 243
Internet connection for
video chats, 203-208
closing unused applications, 207
Ethernet, 206
minimizing network
traffic, 207
upgrading, 207-208
upload limitations, 208
Wi-Fi improvements,
203-205
wired connections for
meetings/webinars, 248
invitations
email
accepting for Google
Meet, 154
accepting for Microsoft
Teams, 163-164
accepting for Zoom,
47-48
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including instructions
in, 243
for meetings/webinars,
249
sending for virtual celebrations, 243
sending for Zoom,
62-64
in Google Duo, 148
public, 261
text
accepting for Zoom, 50
sending for Zoom,
65-66
inviting
contacts in Zoom, 91-92
friends to WhatsApp, 137
participants to Messenger Rooms, 114-115
iOS devices, 18
iPads. See tablets

J–K–L
joining meetings
in Google Meet, 154
in Zoom, 48-49, 51-53,
263
keyboards, external, 234
landscape orientation for
Facebook Portal, 173
laptop computers. See computers
law enforcement agencies,
spying by, 256
leaving meetings in Zoom,
60
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INDEX

lighting

lighting, 227-229
choosing, 198-200
tips for, 264
Lingmo Translate, 237
livestreaming meetings,
best platforms for, 32
location for video chats,
choosing, 196
locking meetings, 262
Lume Cube Panel Mini
lights, 228

M
makeup for video chats, 210
managing
contacts in Zoom, 90-92
meetings in Zoom, 69-71
virtual celebrations,
244-247
Meet. See Google Meet
Meet & Chat screen (Zoom)
on mobile phone, 45
meeting IDs, 261
meetings. See also business
meetings; group chat;
webinars
via Google Meet, 153-159
accepting email invitations, 154
with Google Nest Hub
Max, 193
hosting instant
meetings, 155-159
joining, 154
hosting, 247-250
locking, 262

via Microsoft Teams
accepting email invitations, 163-164
hosting, 164-167
scheduling, 167
recording, 250
tips for, 248-250
via video chat
business meetings, 6,
32, 35
group meetings, 6
livestreaming, 32
preparations for,
213-214
webinars versus, 247-248
via Zoom
accepting email invitations, 47-48
accepting text invitations, 50
assigning new host,
71-73, 88
breakout rooms, 93
ending, 73
hosting, 61, 64-73,
83-89
instant, 61-62
joining, 48-49, 51-53,
263
leaving, 60
managing, 69-71
one-on-one, 91
privacy issues, 68
reacting to, 80
recording, 89
scheduling, 66-68
sending email invitations, 62-64
sending text invitations,
65-66

Meetings screen (Zoom)
on computer, 42
on mobile phone, 45
on tablet, 43
Memoji, 99-100
mental health, tips for,
264-265
mesh networks, 204
Messenger, 18-19, 105-116
feature comparison, 27
hardware requirements,
105
Messenger Rooms versus,
111-112
popularity, 29
purpose comparison, 30,
33
security and privacy
issues, 258
video chats
adding people to group
calls, 110-111
answering calls, 110
starting, 107-109
Messenger Rooms, 19, 22,
105, 112-116
creating room, 112-113
effects and backgrounds,
116
with Facebook Portal,
181
inviting participants,
114-115
Messenger versus,
111-112
switching from
WhatsApp, 140
video chatting, 115

participants
microphones, 220-223
headset mics, 222
muting and unmuting,
211
for meetings/webinars,
249
in Zoom, 59, 69
USB connectors, 222-223
Microsoft Teams, 25,
161-167
email invitations,
accepting, 163-164
features of, 27, 161-162
hardware requirements,
162
meetings
hosting, 164-167
scheduling, 167
popularity, 29
purpose comparison, 30
business meetings, 32
livestreaming meetings,
32
security and privacy
issues, 259
Skype comparison, 161
web browser compatibility, 162
minimizing
distractions, 210-211
fidgeting, 211
network traffic, 207
mobile phones
accessories for
backgrounds and green
screens, 230-231
earbuds, 226
headphones, 223-225
headsets, 225-226
lighting, 227-229
microphones, 223

tripods, 235-236
where to buy, 232
applying virtual backgrounds on Zoom, 78
assigning new host on
Zoom, 72
best video chat platforms
for, 34
chatting with participants on Zoom, 82-83
Google Duo on, 144
Google Meet on, 154
hosting instant
meetings, 157-159
purpose comparison
mobility, 35
one-on-one chats, 34
picture quality, 35-36
sharing screen content
on Zoom, 85-86
video chat on, 10-11
creating Messenger
Rooms, 113
via Facebook Messenger, 107-108
Zoom, 44-45
mobility, best devices for,
35
models
of Amazon Echo Show,
183-184
of Facebook Portal,
172-173
Modsy TV Show Interiors, 79
MP (megapixel), 173
muscle strain, avoiding,
264-265
music, sharing for virtual
celebrations, 245
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muting microphones, 211
for meetings/webinars,
249
in Zoom, 59, 69

N
Nest Hub Max. See Google
Nest Hub Max
network traffic, minimizing,
207
Newegg, 232
noise-cancelling headphones, 224
nontechnical users, best
devices for, 36-37

O
one-on-one chats
best devices for, 34
best platforms for, 31
one-on-one meetings via
Zoom, 91
online classes via video
chat, 7
orientation for Facebook
Portal, 173

P
participants. See also contacts
adding
to Facebook Messenger
calls, 110-111
in Group FaceTime,
102-103
in Skype, 126-127
in WhatsApp, 139
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INDEX

participants

chatting with in Zoom,
81-83
enabling options in
Zoom, 86-88
inviting to Messenger
Rooms, 114-115
viewing list in Zoom, 69
parties via video chat, 7
passive video chat, 8
passwords for Zoom
meetings, 261
personal appearance for
video chats, 208-212
clothing, 209
comfortable surroundings, 210
fidgeting, 211
fitting in with audience,
212
hair and makeup, 210
minimizing distractions,
210-211
muting and unmuting,
211
previewing, 212
where to look, 211
pets and video chats, 196
phones. See mobile phones
physical health, tips for,
264-265
picture quality
best devices for, 35-36
resolution, 219
troubleshooting, 219
Pixar Backgrounds, 79
pixels, 219
planning virtual celebrations, 242-245

platforms for video chat, 5
enterprise-level platforms, 26
Facebook Messenger,
18-19, 105-116
adding people to group
calls, 110-111
answering calls, 110
feature comparison, 27
hardware requirements,
105
Messenger Rooms
versus, 111-112
popularity, 29
purpose comparison,
30, 33
security and privacy
issues, 258
starting video chats,
107-109
Facebook Messenger
Rooms, 19, 22, 105,
112-116
creating room, 112-113
effects and backgrounds, 116
with Facebook Portal,
181
inviting participants,
114-115
Messenger versus,
111-112
switching from
WhatsApp, 140
video chatting, 115
FaceTime, 17-18, 95-103
adding participants to
group chat, 102-103
answering requests, 96
capabilities, 95
hardware requirements,
95-96

Memoji usage, 99-100
security and privacy
issues, 258
starting Group
FaceTime chats,
100-101
starting video chats,
97-99
troubleshooting, 103
feature comparison,
26-28
Google Duo, 23-24, 143150, 153
answering video calls,
145-147
answering with Google
Nest Hub Max,
190-191
security and privacy
issues, 254-255, 259
sending invitations, 148
starting group chats,
150, 153
starting video calls,
148-150
starting with Google
Nest Hub Max, 192
Google Meet, 24-25,
153-159
accepting email invitations, 154
with Google Nest Hub
Max, 193
hosting instant
meetings, 155-159
security and privacy
issues, 259
Microsoft Teams, 25,
161-167
accepting email invitations, 163-164
features of, 161-162

platforms for video chat
hardware requirements,
162
hosting meetings,
164-167
scheduling meetings,
167
security and privacy
issues, 259
Skype comparison, 161
web browser compatibility, 162
popularity comparison,
29
purpose comparison,
30-34
security and privacy
issues, 258-260
tracking, 254-256
Skype, 20-21, 119-131
accepting contact
requests, 123
adding contacts,
122-123
adding people to group
chat, 126-127
answering calls,
120-121
effects, 126
history of, 119
participating in group
chat, 130-131
security and privacy
issues, 259
software requirements,
120
starting group chat,
128-130
starting video chats,
123-125
starting voice calls, 124
updating apps, 262

virtual events, choosing
for, 241-243
WhatsApp, 21-23,
133-140
adding participants to
group chats, 139
answering video calls,
134-135
hardware requirements,
134
history of, 133
inviting friends to, 137
security and privacy
issues, 134, 254-255,
260
starting group chats,
138-139
starting video calls,
136-137
switching to Messenger
Rooms, 140
Zoom, 16-17, 39-53,
57-92
accepting email invitations, 47-48
accepting text invitations, 50
adding contacts, 90
add-on apps, 237
assigning new host,
71-73, 88
beauty filter, 210
business version, 40
chatting with participants, 81-83
on computer, 41-42
enabling options for
participants, 86-88
ending meetings, 73
with Google Nest Hub
Max, 190
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hardware requirements,
39-40
hosting meetings, 61,
64-73, 83-89
instant meetings, 61-62
interface differences, 41
inviting contacts, 91-92
joining meetings, 51-53
joining via web
browser, 48-49, 263
leaving meetings, 60
managing contacts,
90-92
managing meetings,
69-71
meetings versus
webinars, 247-248
on mobile phone, 44-45
muting microphone,
59, 69
one-on-one meetings,
91
raising hands, 61
reacting to meetings, 80
recording meetings, 89
scheduling meetings,
66-68
security and privacy
issues, 68, 260-261
sending email invitations, 62-64
sending text invitations,
65-66
sharing screen content,
83-86
switching cameras, 53
switching views, 53,
57-59
on tablet, 43
terminology, 39
time limits, 242
turning off camera, 60
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INDEX

platforms for video chat

viewing participant list,
69
virtual backgrounds,
75-79
waiting room, 69, 91,
261
Zoom Business, 250
popularity comparison for
video chat platforms, 29
Portal. See Facebook Portal
Portal+, 172
Portal Mini, 172
Portal TV, 37, 172
Facebook Messenger
with, 106
portrait orientation for
Facebook Portal, 173
positioning camera for
video chats, 200-202
preparing for video
meetings, 213-214
attending meetings, 214
hosting meetings, 213
previewing appearance for
video chats, 212
privacy issues, 253-258
end-to-end encryption,
254
environment for video
chats, 196-197
Facebook Portal, 175
government and law
enforcement agencies,
256
hackers, 256-257
recording and sharing
chats, 257-258

tips for improving
privacy, 260-264
background view, 263
locking meetings, 262
meeting IDs, 261
passwords, 261
public invitations, 261
screen sharing, 263
updating apps, 262
waiting room, 261
web browsers versus
apps, 262
video chat platforms,
258-260
Facebook Messenger,
258
FaceTime, 258
Google Duo, 259
Google Meet, 259
Microsoft Teams, 259
Skype, 259
tracking by, 254-256
WhatsApp, 260
Zoom, 260
with webcams, 220
in Zoom, 68
private chats in Zoom, 81-83
public invitations, 261
purpose comparison
for video chat devices,
34-37
for video chat platforms,
30-34

Q–R
quiet environment for video
chats, 196
Rain Design mStand, 233
raising hands in Zoom, 61

ransomware attacks, 257
reacting to meetings in
Zoom, 80
reasons for video chatting,
5-8
business meetings, 6
caregiving, 8
distance learning, 7
friends and family, 5-6
group meetings, 6
parties and celebrations,
7
statistics on, 29
telehealth appointments,
7
recording
meetings/webinars, 250
in Zoom, 89
video chats, 257-258
remote caregiving via video
chat, 8
reordering thumbnails in
Zoom, 57
resolution, 219
ring lights, 228
routers, dual-band, 205

S
scheduling meetings
in Microsoft Teams, 167
in Zoom, 66-68
screen sharing
security and privacy
issues, 263
in Zoom, 83-86

starting
security issues, 253-258
end-to-end encryption,
254
government and law
enforcement agencies,
256
hackers, 256-257
for meetings/webinars,
249
recording and sharing
chats, 257-258
tips for improving
security, 260-264
background view, 263
locking meetings, 262
meeting IDs, 261
passwords, 261
public invitations, 261
screen sharing, 263
updating apps, 262
waiting room, 261
web browsers versus
apps, 262
video chat platforms,
258-260
Facebook Messenger,
258
FaceTime, 258
Google Duo, 259
Google Meet, 259
Microsoft Teams, 259
Skype, 259
tracking by, 254-256
WhatsApp, 134, 260
Zoom, 260
sending
email invitations
for virtual celebrations,
243
for Zoom, 62-64

invitations in Google
Duo, 148
text invitations for Zoom,
65-66
setting up Facebook Portal,
173
settings in Facebook Portal,
changing, 175-177
Settings screen (Zoom) on
mobile phone, 45
sharing
music for virtual celebrations, 245
recorded Zoom
meetings, 90
screen
security and privacy
issues, 263
in Zoom, 83-86
video chats, 257-258
Skype, 20-21, 119-131
contacts
accepting requests, 123
adding, 122-123
effects, 126
feature comparison, 28
group chat
adding people, 126-127
participating in,
130-131
starting, 128-130
history of, 119
Microsoft Teams comparison, 161
popularity, 29
purpose comparison, 30
group chats, 31-32
one-on-one chats, 31
security and privacy
issues, 259
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software requirements,
120
video chats
answering calls,
120-121
starting, 123-125
voice calls, starting, 124
smart displays. See devices
for video chat
smartphones. See mobile
phones
software requirements for
Skype, 120
Speaker View (Zoom), 53
Speedtest, 204
stands
for laptops, 232-233
for tablets, 234-235
typing stands, 235
starting
group chats
FaceTime, 100-101
Google Duo, 150, 153
Skype, 128-130
WhatsApp, 138-139
instant meetings in
Zoom, 61-62
meetings with Google
Nest Hub Max, 193
video calls
Google Duo, 148-150
WhatsApp, 136-137
video chats
Amazon Echo Show,
186-188
Facebook Messenger,
107-109
Facebook Portal,
180-181
FaceTime, 97-99
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starting

Google Nest Hub Max,
192
Skype, 123-125
voice calls via Skype, 124
Star Wars Backgrounds, 79
Story Time feature
(Facebook Portal), 182
SurveyMonkey, 237
switching
cameras in Zoom, 53
to Messenger Rooms
from WhatsApp, 140
thumbnails in Zoom, 57
views in Zoom, 53, 57-59

T
tablets
accessories for
backgrounds and green
screens, 230-231
earbuds, 226
headphones, 223-225
headsets, 225-226
lighting, 227-229
microphones, 223
stands, 234-235
where to buy, 232
applying virtual backgrounds on Zoom, 78
assigning new host on
Zoom, 72
chatting with participants on Zoom, 82-83
purpose comparison
mobility, 35
picture quality, 35-36
sharing screen content
on Zoom, 85-86

video chat on, 10
creating Messenger
Rooms, 113
via Facebook Messenger, 107-108
Zoom, 43
Teams, 25, 161-167
email invitations,
accepting, 163-164
features of, 27, 161-162
hardware requirements,
162
meetings
hosting, 164-167
scheduling, 167
popularity, 29
purpose comparison, 30
business meetings, 32
livestreaming meetings,
32
security and privacy
issues, 259
Skype comparison, 161
web browser compatibility, 162
teams for meetings/
webinars, 249
telehealth appointments via
video chat, 7
testing appearance for
video chats, 212
text invitations for Zoom
accepting, 50
sending, 65-66
themes for virtual celebrations, 245
thumbnails, switching in
Zoom, 57
time limits on Zoom, 242

tips for video chats
environment control,
195-203
background, 197-198
camera position,
200-202
cleanliness, 197
device used, 203
lighting, 198-200
pets, 196
privacy and quiet,
196-197
Internet connection,
203-208
closing unused applications, 207
Ethernet, 206
minimizing network
traffic, 207
upgrading, 207-208
upload limitations, 208
Wi-Fi improvements,
203-205
meeting preparations,
213-214
attending meetings,
214
hosting meetings, 213
personal appearance,
208-212
clothing, 209
comfortable surroundings, 210
fidgeting, 211
fitting in with audience,
212
hair and makeup, 210
minimizing distractions,
210-211
muting and unmuting,
211

video chat
previewing, 212
where to look, 211
with young children, 215
tracking by video chat platforms, 254-256
transferring hosts in Zoom,
71-73, 88
tripods, 235-236
troubleshooting picture
quality, 219
turning off cameras in
Zoom, 60
typing stands, 235

U
UBeesize Phone Tripod, 235
unmuting microphone, 211
Unsplash, 79
unused applications,
closing, 207
updating video chat apps,
262
upgrading Internet connection, 207-208
upload limitations on
Internet connections, 208
USB connectors for microphones, 222-223

V
video chat
accessories for
backgrounds and green
screens, 230-231
earbuds, 226
headphones, 223-225

headsets, 225-226
importance of quality,
221
laptop stands, 232-233
lighting, 227-229
microphones, 220-223
tablet stands, 234-235
tripods, 235-236
webcams, 218-220
where to buy, 232
active chats, 8
alternative terms, 4
COVID-19 effect on, 12
defined, 4
devices for. See also computers; mobile phones;
tablets
Amazon Echo Show,
182-188
choosing, 203
computers, 9
dedicated devices,
11-12
Facebook Portal,
170-182
Google Nest Hub Max,
189-193
mobile phones, 10-11
purpose comparison,
34-37
tablets, 10
hardware requirements,
10
passive chats, 8
physical and mental
health tips, 264-265
platforms, 5
choosing for virtual
events, 241-243
enterprise-level platforms, 26
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Facebook Messenger,
18-19, 105-116
FaceTime, 17-18,
95-103
feature comparison,
26-28
Google Duo, 23-24, 143150, 153
Google Meet, 24-25,
153-159
Microsoft Teams, 25,
161-167
popularity comparison,
29
purpose comparison,
30-34
security and privacy
issues, 258-260
Skype, 20-21, 119-131
tracking by, 254-256
updating apps, 262
WhatsApp, 21-23,
133-140
Zoom, 16-17, 39-46,
50-92
Zoom Business, 250
reasons for using, 5-8
business meetings, 6
caregiving, 8
distance learning, 7
friends and family, 5-6
group meetings, 6
parties and celebrations, 7
statistics on, 29
telehealth appointments, 7
recording and sharing,
257-258
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INDEX

video chat

tips for
environment control,
195-203
Internet connection,
203-208
meeting preparations,
213-214
personal appearance,
208-212
with young children,
215
usage statistics, 4
video files as Zoom backgrounds, 77
video filters in Zoom, 77
viewing participant list in
Zoom, 69
views, switching in Zoom,
53, 57-59
virtual backgrounds, 198
applying in Zoom, 75-78
finding for Zoom, 79
virtual caregiving with
Alexa Care Hub, 189
virtual celebrations, hosting,
242-247
managing, 244-247
planning, 242-245
virtual events
defined, 239
meetings/webinars,
hosting, 247-250
platforms, choosing,
241-243
types of, 240
virtual celebrations,
hosting, 242-247
voice calls with Skype,
starting, 124

W
waiting room, 261
in Zoom, 69, 91
web browsers
apps versus, 262
compatibility with
Microsoft Teams, 162
joining Zoom meetings,
48-49, 263
webcams, 10, 218-220
picture quality, 35, 219
privacy issues, 220
resolution, 219
tripods for, 236
Webex, 26
webinars
hosting, 247-250
meetings versus, 247-248
recording, 250
tips for, 248-250
in Zoom, raising hands,
61
West Elm Video Conference
Backgrounds, 79
WhatsApp, 21-23, 133-140
feature comparison, 28
group chats
adding participants,
139
starting, 138-139
hardware requirements,
134
history of, 133
inviting friends to, 137
popularity, 29
purpose comparison
mobile phones, 34
one-on-one chats, 31

security and privacy
issues, 134, 260
end-to-end encryption,
254-255
switching to Messenger
Rooms, 140
video calls
answering, 134-135
starting, 136-137
Wickr, 26
Wi-Fi improvements,
203-205
wired connections for
meetings/webinars, 248

X–Y–Z
young children, video
chatting with, 215
Zoom, 16-17, 39-46, 50-92
add-on apps, 237
beauty filter, 210
business version, 40
cameras
switching, 53
turning off, 60
contacts
adding, 90
inviting, 91-92
managing, 90-92
downloading, 47
email invitations
accepting, 47-48
sending, 62-64
feature comparison, 28
with Google Nest Hub
Max, 190
hands, raising, 61

Zoom Virtual Backgrounds
hardware requirements,
39-40
interface differences, 41
on computer, 41-42
on mobile phone, 44-45
on tablet, 43
meetings
assigning new host,
71-73, 88
breakout rooms, 93
ending, 73
hosting, 61, 64-73,
83-89
instant, 61-62
joining, 51-53
joining via web
browser, 48-49, 263
leaving, 60
managing, 69-71
one-on-one, 91
reacting to, 80
recording, 89

scheduling, 66-68
webinars versus,
247-248
microphone, muting, 59,
69
participants
chatting with, 81-83
enabling options for,
86-88
viewing list, 69
popularity, 29
purpose comparison, 30
business meetings, 32
group chats, 31-32
livestreaming meetings,
32
screen content, sharing,
83-86
security and privacy
issues, 68, 260-261
meeting IDs, 261
passwords, 261
public invitations, 261
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terminology, 39
text invitations
accepting, 50
sending, 65-66
time limits, 242
views, switching, 53,
57-59
virtual backgrounds
applying, 75-78
finding, 79
waiting room, 69, 91, 261
Zoom App Marketplace, 237
Zoombombing, 68, 261
Zoom Business, 250
Zoom Chat, 40
Zoom fatigue, avoiding,
264-265
Zoom Video Webinar
add-on, 250
Zoom Virtual Backgrounds,
79

